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1 Overview
Modelblocks provides toolchains for prediction and evaluation of linguistic phenomena, like de-
limitation and classification of recursive signs (e.g. parsing), and psycholinguistic phenomena,
like reading latencies and observations of neural activity or blood oxygenation, for the purpose
of evaluating theories of sentence processing. These toolchains are organized into recursive sub-
recipes for generating files with structured filenames, called make targets, using the make build
manager. Make targets whose filenames conform to the Modelblocks sub-recipe syntax can be
automatically generated by a make command from any directory containing a recipe file that in-
cludes pointers to relevant Modelblocks sub-recipe files. The resulting make targets may contain
automatically-generated theoretically-motivated predictions or reports that evaluate the linguistic
and psycholinguistic accuracy of these predictions, and thus provide evidence for or against the
theories that motivate them.

2 Linguistic prediction and evaluation

2.1 Linguistic prediction
Filenames of make targets that contain linguistic predictions each consist of a specification of an
input corpus followed by a processing specification. Each processing specification consists of a
specification of a training corpus, followed by a specification of zero or more training modifiers,
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followed by a specification of a processing model, followed by a set of zero or more processing
modifiers:

input corpus
³¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹·¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹µ

⎧
⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪
⎩

wsj22
mytext
⋮

⎫
⎪⎪⎪
⎬
⎪⎪⎪
⎭

processing specification
³¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹·¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹µ

.

training corpus
³¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹·¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹µ

⎧
⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪
⎩

wsj02to21
wsj02to21-casp

⋮

⎫
⎪⎪⎪
⎬
⎪⎪⎪
⎭

training modifiers
³¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹·¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹µ

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎩

-6sm
-5sm
⋮

ε

⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎭

-

processing model
³¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹·¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹µ

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎩

fullberk
vitberk
synproc
mlpsemproc
simpleft

⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎭

-

processing modifiers
³¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹·¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹µ

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎩

+b5000_
+b2000_
+x_+V_
⋮

ε

⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎭

parsed.senttrees

Input corpus. Input corpora should be sentence-segmented and tokenized and formatted as ma-
trices consisting of sequences of newline-delimited sentences (rows), each consisting of a sequence
of space-delimited tokens (columns). Filenames of sentence-segmented and tokenized input cor-
pora should end with the suffix .senttoks. Input files can also be automatically segmented and
tokenized from unstructured text files with filenames ending in the suffix .txt.

Linguistically-annotated training corpus. Modelblocks supports the following linguistically-
annotated training corpora:

• wsj02to21: The Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1994) standard training set consists of about
40,000 hand bracketed sentences of newspaper text from the Wall Street Journal. Projects
using this resource should include the resource-treebank make file.

• wsj02to21-casp: The Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1994) standard training set may also
be re-annotated into cued-association sentence processing markup (Nguyen et al., 2012).
Projects using this resource should include the resource-treebank and resource-casp
make files.

• chtb: The Penn Chinese Treebank (Xue et al., 2005) standard training set consists of about
40,000 hand bracketed sentences of newspaper text from various sources. Projects using this
resource should include the resource-chtb make file.

• chtb-casp: The Penn Chinese Treebank (Xue et al., 2005) standard training set may also be
re-annotated into cued-association sentence processing markup (Duan and Schuler, 2015).
Projects using this resource should include the resource-chtb and resource-chgcg
make files.

• ontowsj02to21: The Ontonotes (Pradhan et al., 2007) standard training set consists of
about 40,000 hand bracketed sentences of newspaper text from the Wall Stree Journal.
Projects using this resource should include the resource-ontonotes make file.

• ontowsj02to21-casp: The Ontonotes (Pradhan et al., 2007) standard training set may
also be re-annotated into cued-association sentence processing markup. Projects using this
resource should include the resource-ontonotes make file.
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• simplewiki-casp: Modelblocks defines a training set of about 1,000,000 automatically
bracketed sentences of encyclopedia text from Simple English Wikipedia. Projects using
this resource should include the resource-simplewiki make file.

Linguistic processing model, training modifiers, and processing modifiers. Modelblocks
supports the following processing models:

• fullberk and vitberk: Modelblocks supports the use of full-reranking and Viterbi-only
versions of the Berkeley parser (Petrov and Klein, 2007), which provides unsupervised
latent-variable annotation for categories through a number of iterations of a split-merge-
smooth algorithm. This model requires a training option ‘-⟨N⟩sm’ specifying ⟨N⟩ itera-
tions of the split-merge-smooth algorithm. Projects using this resource should include the
resource-lvpcfg make file.

• synproc: Modelblocks provides an incremental left-corner parser (van Schijndel et al.,
2013) based on a transform of the Berkeley grammar inducer (Petrov et al., 2006). This
model requires a training option ‘-⟨N⟩sm’ specifying ⟨N⟩ iterations of the split-merge-
smooth algorithm. This model also requires a processing option ‘+b⟨N⟩_’ specifying a
beam width of ⟨N⟩ elements. With the ‘+c_’ option, this model produces a predictor
named totsurp_. Projects using this resource should include the resource-lvpcfg and
resource-incrsem make files.

• mlpsemproc: Modelblocks provides an incremental left-corner parser augmented with pre-
dictors defined over contexts in a cued-association graph (Oh et al., 2021). This model re-
quires a processing option ‘+b⟨N⟩_’ specifying a beam width of ⟨N⟩ elements, a processing
option ‘+u⟨N⟩_’ specifying the maximum number of training corpus instances for unknown
predicates and a processing option ‘+c⟨N⟩_’ specifying a coreference window of ⟨N⟩ time
steps (Jaffe et al., 2020). Projects using this resource should include the resource-incrsem
make file.

2.2 Linguistic accuracy evaluation
Filenames of make targets that contain evaluations of linguistic predictions each consist of an
evaluation corpus followed by a processing specification, followed by zero or more evaluation
modifiers, followed by an evaluation type:

evaluation corpus
³¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹·¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹µ

⎧
⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪
⎩

wsj22-casp
ucl-casp

⋮

⎫
⎪⎪⎪
⎬
⎪⎪⎪
⎭

processing specification
³¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹·¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹µ

⎧
⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪
⎩

.wsj02to21-5sm-fullberk-parsed

.wsj02to21-5sm-synproc-+b2000_parsed
⋮

⎫
⎪⎪⎪
⎬
⎪⎪⎪
⎭

.

evaluation modifiers
³¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹·¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹µ

⎛

⎜

⎝

⎧
⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪
⎩

noberkstuff_
nounary_

ε

⎫
⎪⎪⎪
⎬
⎪⎪⎪
⎭

⎞

⎟

⎠

∗

evaluation type
³¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹·¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹µ

{
syneval
coreval

}

Filenames of make targets that report significant differences between evaluations of linguistic pre-
dictions each consist of an evaluation corpus followed by two processing specifications, followed
by zero or more evaluation modifiers:

evaluation corpus
³¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹·¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹µ

{
wsj22-casp

⋮
}

processing specification
³¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹·¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹µ

({
.wsj02to21-5sm-vitberk-parsed

⋮
})

2

.

evaluation modifiers
³¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹·¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹µ

⎛

⎜

⎝

⎧
⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪
⎩

noberkstuff_
nounary_

ε

⎫
⎪⎪⎪
⎬
⎪⎪⎪
⎭

⎞

⎟

⎠

∗

syneval.bootstrapsignif
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Linguistically-annotated evaluation corpus. Evaluation corpora are partitioned into develop-
ment sets, on which exploratory experiments should be conducted (e.g. parameter tuning), and test
corpora, on which confirmatory experiments should be conducted (with appropriate multiple trials
correction). Modelblocks supports the following evaluation corpora:

• wsj22-nodashtags and wsj23-nodashtags: Standard development and test partitions of
the Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1994) each consist of about 2000 bracketed sentences of
newspaper text from the Wall Stree Journal. Projects using this resource should include the
resource-treebank make file.

• wsj22-casp and wsj23-casp: Standard development and test partitions of the Penn Tree-
bank (Marcus et al., 1994) may also be re-annotated into cued-association sentence pro-
cessing markup (Nguyen et al., 2012). Projects using this resource should include the
resource-treebank and resource-casp make files.

• chtb-dev-nodashtags and chtb-test-nodashtags: Standard development and test
partitions of the Penn Chinese Treebank (Xue et al., 2005) each consist of about 2000 brack-
eted sentences of newspaper text from the Wall Stree Journal. Projects using this resource
should include the resource-chtb make file.

• chtb-dev-casp and chtb-test-casp: Standard development and test partitions of the
Penn Chinese Treebank (Xue et al., 2005) may also be re-annotated into cued-association
sentence processing markup (Duan and Schuler, 2015). Projects using this resource should
include the resource-chtb and resource-casp make files.

• dundee-casp: Modelblocks defines development and test sets of the Dundee Corpus
(Kennedy et al., 2003) each consisting of about 1000 bracketed sentences of newspaper text
from the Independent. Projects using this resource should include the resource-dundee
make file.

• ucl-casp: Modelblocks defines development and test partitions of the UCL Corpus (Frank
et al., 2013) each consisting of about 100 bracketed sentences of narrative text from amateur
stories. Projects using this resource should include the resource-ucl make file.

• naturalstories-casp: Modelblocks defines development and test partitions of the Nat-
ural Stories Corpus (Futrell et al., 2018) each consisting of about 500 bracketed sentences
of narrative text from stories constructed to test memory in human sentence processing.
Projects using this resource should include the resource-naturalstories make file.

Processing specifications. Processing specifications specify training data, models and modifiers
as described in Section 2.1.

Evaluation modifiers. Modelblocks supports the following evaluation modifiers:

• noberkstuff_: This modifier removes latent variables induced by the Berkeley latent vari-
able inducer from both predicted and attested trees.

• nounary_: This modifier removes unary projections from both predicted and attested trees.
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• nol_: This modifier removes casp operator tags from both predicted and attested trees.

• nopunc_: This modifier removes punctuation from both predicted and attested trees, for
syntactic evaluation.

Evaluation types. Modelblocks supports the following evaluation types:

• syneval: This evaluates the parsing accuracy of a model, reporting the percent of hypoth-
esized constituents that match to gold attested constituents (as recall) and vice versa (as
precision).

• coreval: This evaluates the coreference accuracy of a model, reporting the percent of hy-
pothesized antecedents of anaphors that match to gold attested antecedents (as recall) and
vice versa (as precision).

3 Psycholinguistic prediction and evaluation

3.1 Psycholinguistic prediction
Psycholinguistic predictions are estimates of responses obtained by regressing sets of predictors
against human comprehension effort. Psycholinguistic predictors in all-itemmeasures files are
organized into matrices consisting of sequences of words (rows), each with a sequence of predictors
(columns). Filenames of make targets that contain psycholinguistic predictors each consist of a
specification of an input corpus followed by one or more processing specifications:

input corpus
³¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹·¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹µ

⎧
⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪
⎩

mytext
yourtext
⋮

⎫
⎪⎪⎪
⎬
⎪⎪⎪
⎭

processing specifications
³¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹·¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹µ

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

⎝

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎩

.lc

.5-kenlm

.wsj02to21-5sm-fullberk-parsed

.wsj02to21-5sm-synproc-+b2000_parsed
⋮

⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎭

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

⎠

∗

.all-itemmeasures

Modelblocks provides standard column names for the following predictors: subject id (subject_),
word type (word_), word position in sentence (sentpos_), sentence position in document
(sentid_), document id (docid_, word length (wlen_) in all corpora. For all self-paced reading
corpora, Modelblocks additionally provides standard column names for the reading time response
(fdur_). For all eye-tracking corpora, Modelblocks additionally provides standard column names
for the following responses: first-pass fixation durations (fdurFP_), go-past fixation durations
(fdurGP_), scan-path fixation durations (fdurSP_), and the following predictor: saccade distance
in words (wdelta_). For all fMRI corpora, Modelblocks additionally provides standard column
names for the following predictors: repitition time (sample) number (tr_) and functional region of
interest (fROI_), and the following by-region responses: BOLD (BOLD_). Duplicate predictors are
renamed with a numerical suffix according to the order of the predictor, e.g. the second instance of
totsurp_ is listed as totsurp2_.
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Input corpus. Modelblocks supports segmented and tokenized .senttoks or unstructured
text .txt files as described in Section 2.1.

Psycholinguistic processing specifications. Each processing specification adds one or more ad-
ditional predictor columns to the matrix of item measures. Processing specifications specify train-
ing data, models and modifiers as described in Section 2.1. Modelblocks additionally supports the
following processing specifications which are not derived from parsing:

• .lc: Modelblocks supports predictors derived from left-corner parsing operations in gold-
standard annotations, including: end of constituent (noF_ or yesL_), end of multi-word
embedding (yesJ_ or yesG_), and center-embedding depth (embd_).

• .dlt: Modelblocks supports predictors derived from Dependency Locality Theory (Gibson,
2000) in gold-standard annotations: standard DLT (dlt_) and the modified version of Shain
et al. (2022) (dltcvm_).

• .syncat: (For naturalstories only) Modelblocks supports the generalized categorial gram-
mar (Nguyen et al., 2012) syntactic categories associated with each word.

• .semop: Modelblocks supports the generalized categorial grammar (Nguyen et al., 2012)
semantic operators (opAa_, opAb_, opMa_, opMb_, opCa_, opCb_, opE_, opV_, opZ_) asso-
ciated with CASP lexical and grammatical inference rules (see CASP documentation on this
web site).

• .⟨N⟩-kenlm: Modelblocks also supports surprisal estimates from smoothed backed-off

⟨N⟩-gram language models, using the KenLM toolkit (Heafield et al., 2013), as predictor
‘fwprob⟨N⟩_’.

• .unigram: Modelblocks supports unigram predictors from KenLM (Heafield et al., 2013)
as a separate predictor ‘unigramsurp_’.

• .glstm: Modelblocks also supports surprisal estimates from the Gulordava et al. (2018)
LSTM implementation as predictor ‘glstmsurp_’. This processing model requires an initial
pre-processing run with a non-standard conda environment: first deactivate your current en-
vrionment (if you had been using one) with ‘conda deactivate’, then create the non-standard
environment with ‘make glstm_env’, then activate it with ‘conda activate glstm_env’, then
execute the pre-processing run with ‘make genmodel/<corpus>.glstm.itemmeasures’, then
deactivate the non-standard environment with ‘conda deactivate’, then switch back to your
modelblocks environment (if you had been using one) with ‘conda activate mb’, and execute
your modelblocks target as usual (it will use the pre-processed .itemmeasures target).

• .jlstm: Modelblocks also supports surprisal estimates from the Jozefowicz et al. (2016)
LSTM implementation as predictor ‘jlstmsurp_’. This processing model requires an initial
pre-processing run with a non-standard conda environment: first deactivate your current en-
vrionment (if you had been using one) with ‘conda deactivate’, then create the non-standard
environment with ‘make jlstm_env’, then activate it with ‘conda activate jlstm_env’, then
execute the pre-processing run with ‘make genmodel/<corpus>.jlstm.itemmeasures’, then
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deactivate the non-standard environment with ‘conda deactivate’, then switch back to your
modelblocks environment (if you had been using one) with ‘conda activate mb’, and execute
your modelblocks target as usual (it will use the pre-processed .itemmeasures target).

• .gpt2{small,medium,large,xl}: Modelblocks also supports surprisal estimates from
GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019) as predictor ‘gpt2surp_’. This processing model re-
quires an initial pre-processing run with a non-standard conda environment: first de-
activate your current envrionment (if you had been using one) with ‘conda deacti-
vate’, then create the non-standard environment with ‘make gpt2_env’, then activate
it with ‘conda activate gpt2_env’, then execute the pre-processing run with ‘make
genmodel/<corpus>.gpt2{small,medium,large,xl}.itemmeasures’, then deactivate the non-
standard environment with ‘conda deactivate’, then switch back to your modelblocks envi-
ronment (if you had been using one) with ‘conda activate mb’, and execute your modelblocks
target as usual (it will use the pre-processed .itemmeasures target).

3.2 Psycholinguistic accuracy evaluation
Psycholinguistic predictors are evaluated by the magnitude of their coefficients when used as pre-
dictors in regression to reading times or other dependent measures. Filenames of make targets
that contain evaluations of psycholinguistic predictions each consist of an evaluation corpus fol-
lowed by a set of one or more predictor or response specifications, followed by a regression
specification. The set of predictor or response specifications consists of zero or more processing
specifications, followed by zero or more additional predictor or response specifications. Each re-
gression specification consists of a fit partition, followed by a base formula, followed by one or
more additional predictors, followed by a regression model:

eval corpus
³¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹·¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹µ

⎧
⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪
⎩

ucl
dundee
⋮

⎫
⎪⎪⎪
⎬
⎪⎪⎪
⎭

predictor or response specifications
³¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹·¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹µ

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

⎝

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎩

.lc

.kenlm

.wsj02to21-5sm-vitberk-parsed

.totsurp_2_spilled

.eyeGP
⋮

⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎭

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

⎠

∗

regression specification
³¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹·¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹µ

.

fit partition
³¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹·¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹µ

⎧
⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪
⎩

fit
expl
held

⎫
⎪⎪⎪
⎬
⎪⎪⎪
⎭

_

formula
³¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹·¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹µ

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎩

spr
eyeGP
fmri
⋮

⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎭

_

additional predictors
³¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹·¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹µ

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜

⎝

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎩

dlt_
wlen_
totsurp_
⋮

⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎭

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟

⎠

∗ reg model
³¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹·¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹µ

{
lmer
cdr

} .fitmodel

Filenames of make targets that report significant differences in evaluations of psycholinguistic
predictions each consist of an evaluation corpus followed by a set of one or more predictor or
response specifications, followed by a regression specification, followed by a prediction partition,
followed by a significance test specification. Each significance test specification consists of one
or two manipulated predictor names, followed by a significance test type:

eval corpus
³¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹·¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹µ

⎧
⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪
⎩

ucl
dundee
⋮

⎫
⎪⎪⎪
⎬
⎪⎪⎪
⎭

predictor or response specifications
³¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹·¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹µ

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜

⎝

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎩

.lc

.kenlm

.wsj02to21-5sm-vitberk-parsed

.totsurp_2_spilled

.eyeGP
⋮

⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎭

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟

⎠

∗

regression specification
³¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹·¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹µ

{
.fit_spr_cdr

⋮
} .

pred partition
³¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹·¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹µ

⎧
⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪
⎩

fit
expl
held

⎫
⎪⎪⎪
⎬
⎪⎪⎪
⎭

significance test specification
³¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹·¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹µ

.

manipulated predictors
³¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹·¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹µ

⎛

⎜
⎜
⎜

⎝

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎩

wlen_
surp_
dlt_
⋮

⎫
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎭

⎞

⎟
⎟
⎟

⎠

∗ test type
³¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹·¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹µ

{
lrtsignif
ptsignif

}
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a)
model F
wsj22-gcg15.nol.goldfailerr.wsj02to21-casp-nol-4sm-fullberk-parsed.noberkstuff_nodelim_nopunc_nounary_syneval 86.5
wsj22-gcg15.nol.goldfailerr.wsj02to21-gcg15-nol-prtrm-3sm-synproc-+u_+b5000_parsed.noberkstuff_nodelim_nopunc_nounary_syneval 84.1
wsj22-gcg15.nol.goldfailerr.wsj02to21-gcg15-nol-prtrm-4sm-synproc-+u_+b5000_parsed.noberkstuff_nodelim_nopunc_nounary_syneval 85.2
wsj22-casp.goldfailerr.wsj02to21-casp-+u10_+c0_bestmlp_mlpsemproc-+c0_+b2000_parsed.nodelim_nopunc_nounary_nol_syneval 84.4
corconllwsjdev-casp.corontowsj02to21-casp-+u5_+c100_ontocorfix_bestmlp_mlpsemproc-+c100_+b2000_parsed.corefeval
corconllwsjdev-casp.corontowsj02to21-casp-+u5_+c100_ontocorfix_bestmlp_mlpsemproc-+c100_+b2000_parsed.coreval 46.1
b)
dundee.wsj02to21-0sm-synproc-+c_+u_+b2000_parsed.5-kenlm.totsurp_1_spilled.eyeGP.fit_eyeGP_fwprob5surp_lmer.fit.totsurpS1_lrtsignif
naturalstories.wsj02to21-0sm-synproc-+c_+u_+b2000_parsed.5-kenlm.unigram.spr.fit_spr_cdr.expl.totsurp_ptsignif
naturalstoriesfmri_Lang.t.wsj02to21-casp-+u5_+c0_+rp_bestmlp_mlpsemproc-+c0_+b2000_+rp_parsed.dlt.fmri-bywrd.fit_fmri_cdr.fit.dltcvm_totsurp_ctsignif

Table 1: Sample working parse and weighted pronoun link evaluations using cued-association
sentence processing model (a), diamond likelihood ratio test significance report item, comparing
word length against total surprisal with spillover 1 (b).

An example make target for a diamond likelihood ratio test significance report is shown in Table 1.

Psycholinguistically-annotated evaluation corpus. Modelblocks supports the following evalu-
ation corpora, which provide psycholinguitic annotations from human subjects:

• dundee: Modelblocks supports experimentation on the Dundee Corpus (Kennedy et al.,
2003) consisting of about 2000 sentences of newspaper text from the Independent, annotated
with eye-tracking responses from 10 subjects. Projects using this resource should include the
resource-dundee make file. This resource defines a fit partition consisting of responses
whose summed subject and sentence number have modulo four equal to zero or one, an expl
partition consisting of responses whose summed subject and sentence number have modulo
four equal to two, and a held partition consisting of all other responses.

• ucl: Modelblocks supports experimentation on the UCL Corpus (Frank et al., 2013) con-
sisting of about 100 sentences of narrative text from amateur stories, annotated with eye-
tracking responses from about 40 subjects. Projects using this resource should include the
resource-ucl make file. This resource defines a fit partition consisting of responses
whose summed subject and sentence number have modulo four equal to zero or one, an
expl partition consisting of responses whose summed subject and sentence number have
modulo four equal to two, and a held partition consisting of all other responses.

• alice: Modelblocks supports experimentation on the Alice Corpus (Brennan et al., 2016)
consisting of about 2100 words of narrative text from Alice in Wonderland, annotated with
fMRI BOLD responses from 29 subjects. Projects using this resource should include the
resource-alice make file. This resource defines a fit partition consisting of responses
whose summed subject and sentence number have modulo four equal to zero or one, an expl
partition consisting of responses whose summed subject and sentence number have modulo
four equal to two, and a held partition consisting of all other responses.

• naturalstories: Modelblocks supports experimentation on the Natural Stories Corpus
(Futrell et al., 2018) consisting of about 500 sentences of narrative text from stories con-
structed to test memory in human sentence processing, annotated with self-paced reading
responses from approximately 150 subjects. Projects using this resource should include the
resource-naturalstories make file. This resource defines a fit partition consisting of
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responses whose summed subject and sentence number have modulo four equal to zero or
one, an expl partition consisting of responses whose summed subject and sentence number
have modulo four equal to two, and a held partition consisting of all other responses.

• naturalstories_Lang.t and naturalstories_MD.t: Modelblocks also supports ex-
perimentation on the Natural Stories fMRI corpus (Shain et al., 2020) consisting of about
500 sentences of narrative text from stories constructed to test memory in human sentence
processing, annotated with fMRI BOLD data from Language (Lang) and Multiple Demand
(MD) networks of approximately 150 subjects. Projects using this resource should include
the resource-naturalstoriesfmri make file. This resource defines a fit partition con-
sisting of responses whose summed subject and sentence number have modulo four equal
to zero or one, an expl partition consisting of responses whose summed subject and sen-
tence number have modulo four equal to two, and a held partition consisting of all other
responses.

• geco: Modelblocks supports experimentation on the GECO Corpus (Cop et al., 2016) con-
sisting of an entire Agatha Christie novel, annotated with eye-tracking responses from 14
subjects. Projects using this resource should include the resource-geco make file. This
resource defines a fit partition consisting of responses whose summed subject and sentence
number have modulo four equal to zero or one, an expl partition consisting of responses
whose summed subject and sentence number have modulo four equal to two, and a held
partition consisting of all other responses.

• provo: Modelblocks supports experimentation on the PROVO Corpus (Luke and Christian-
son, 2017) consisting of about 150 sentences, annotated with eye-tracking responses from
84 subjects. Projects using this resource should include the resource-provo make file.
This resource defines a fit partition consisting of responses whose summed subject and
sentence number have modulo four equal to zero or one, an expl partition consisting of re-
sponses whose summed subject and sentence number have modulo four equal to two, and a
held partition consisting of all other responses.

Predictor or response specifications. Psycholinguistic evaluations define predictor or response
specifications, which subsume all psycholinguistic processing specifications as described in Sec-
tion 3.1, as well as the following additional predictor or response specifications:

• .⟨P⟩_⟨N⟩_spilled: Modelblocks supports ⟨N⟩-word spillover of any predictor ⟨P⟩. This
specification creates an additional predictor named ⟨P⟩S⟨N⟩_.

• .⟨P⟩_⟨N⟩_futured: Modelblocks supports ⟨N⟩-word future spillover of any predictor ⟨P⟩
(van Schijndel and Schuler, 2016). This specification creates an additional predictor named
⟨P⟩F⟨N⟩_.

• .⟨P⟩_cumued: Modelblocks supports accumulation of any predictor ⟨P⟩ (van Schijndel and
Schuler, 2016). This specification creates an additional predictor named cumu⟨P⟩_.

• .⟨P1⟩_⟨P2⟩_delta: Modelblocks supports specification of predictors defined to be the dif-
ference between any two predictors ⟨P1⟩ - ⟨P2⟩ This specification creates an additional pre-
dictor named d⟨P1⟩⟨P2⟩_.
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• .hrf: Modelblocks supports convolution of predictors by the canonical Hemodynamic Re-
sponse Function (Boynton et al., 1996). This specification modifies all predictors to be
convolved over time based on time stamps of the stimulus events.

• .eyeFP: Modelblocks supports first-pass durations as responses. This specification creates
an additional response named fdurFP. This specification also excludes start-of-sentence,
end-of-sentence, start-of-line, end-of-line, start-of-screen, end-of-screen, start-of-file, and
end-of-file responses from evaluation, and any response resulting from a saccade that skips
more than four words (Demberg and Keller, 2008).

• .eyeGP: Modelblocks supports go-past durations as responses. This specification cre-
ates a response named fdurGP. This specification also excludes start-of-sentence, end-of-
sentence, start-of-line, end-of-line, start-of-screen, end-of-screen, start-of-file, and end-of-
file responses from evaluation, and any response resulting from a saccade that skips more
than four words (Demberg and Keller, 2008).

• .eyeSP: Modelblocks supports scan-path durations as responses. This specification cre-
ates a response named fdurSP. This specification also excludes start-of-sentence, end-of-
sentence, start-of-line, end-of-line, start-of-screen, end-of-screen, start-of-file, and end-of-
file responses from evaluation, and any response resulting from a saccade that skips more
than four words (Demberg and Keller, 2008).

• .spr: Modelblocks supports self-paced reading durations as responses. This specification
creates a response named fdur. This specification also excludes start-of-sentence, end-
of-sentence responses from evaluation, and any response less than 100ms or greater than
3000ms duration, and any response with a correct value of less than four.

• .fmri-bywrd: Modelblocks supports fMRI BOLD data as responses. This specification
creates a response named BOLD.

Regression model, baseline formula. Modelblocks supports the following regression models:

• lmer: Modelblocks supports linear mixed effects regression (LMER; Baayen et al., 2008).
LMER requires the designation of a formula file with suffix .lmerform in a project scripts
directory, which specifies how predictors are used in the fixed and random effects structure
of the model. In this file:

– Line 1 specifies a single response variable, e.g. log(fdur).

– Line 2 specifies the predictor variables for which to calculate fixed effects, e.g.
z.(sentpos) + z.(wlen).

– Line 3 specifies the predictor variables for which to calculate by-subject random ef-
fects, e.g. z.(sentpos) + z.(wlen). This line cannot be empty.

– Line 4 optionally specifies zero or more additional random effects, e.g.
(1 | word) + (1 | sentid:subject). This line must specify a grouping factor,
or if empty, must not contain a trailing newline.
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Additional modifiers specify additional parameters to the model. Modelblocks
provides simple baseline spr, eyeFP, eyeGP, eyeSP and fmri .lmerform files
for self-paced reading, eye-tracking using first-pass durations, eye-tracking us-
ing go-past durations, eye-tracking using scan-path durations and fMRI data,
which can be modified in your project scripts directory. Projects using this re-
source should include the resource-lmefit make file. Full documentation of
LMER hyperparameters, formula syntax, and config file syntax can be found at
https://www.rdocumentation.org/packages/lme4/versions/1.1-23/topics/lmer/.

• nmrelmer: Modelblocks supports linear mixed effects regression (LMER; Baayen et al.,
2008) with no main random effects. This option is like lmer but does not add in a random
slope for the main effect. Per-subject random intercepts are still added.

• cdr: Modelblocks supports continuous deconvolutional regression (CDR; Shain and
Schuler, 2018). CDR requires the designation of a formula file with suffix .cdrform in
a project scripts directory, which is a template for a CDR config file that specifies how
predictors are used in the fixed and random effects structure of the model. Additional mod-
ifiers specify additional parameters to the model. Modelblocks provides simple baseline
spr, eyeFP, eyeGP, eyeSP and fmri .cdrform files for self-paced reading, eye-tracking
using first-pass durations, eye-tracking using go-past durations, eye-tracking using scan-
path durations and fMRI data, which can be modified in your project scripts directory.
Projects using this resource should include the resource-cdr make file. Full documen-
tation of CDR hyperparameters, formula syntax, and config file syntax can be found at
https://cdr.readthedocs.io/en/latest/. Modelblocks assumes CDR commit 9b51
from 2022-05-06.

Significance test type. Modelblocks supports the following statistical significance testing meth-
ods:

• lrtsignif: Modelblocks supports likelihood ratio testing (LRT) as a means of determin-
ing the contribution of a predictor of interest by comparing the estimated likelihood of the
modeled variables corpus given a baseline formula with and without that predictor as a
fixed affect. LRT requires the designation of a predictor of interest. Additional modifiers
specify additional parameters to the model. Projects using this resource should include the
resource-lr make file. The LRT significance test cannot be used with CDR.

• ptsignif: Modelblocks supports permutation testing (PT) as a means of determining the
contribution of a predictor of interest by comparing the estimated likelihood of the modeled
variables corpus given a baseline formula with and without that predictor as a fixed effect.
PT requires the designation of a predictor of interest. Additional modifiers specify additional
parameters to the model.

• ctsignif: Modelblocks supports permutation testing using correlation (CT) as a means of
determining the contribution of a predictor of interest by comparing the estimated likelihood
of the modeled variables corpus given a baseline formula with and without that predictor as
a fixed effect. CT requires the designation of a predictor of interest. Additional modifiers
specify additional parameters to the model.
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